
COVID-19 Impact on MCYSA (Update:  April 20, 2020) 

I hope that all within the MCYSA Soccer Community are safe, healthy and 

doing what you can at home and in your community to reduce the spread of 

the coronavirus.  The MCYSA Board of Directors (BOD) has continued to stay 

in touch weekly as we all monitor the directives of federal, state, and local 

government authorities.  In addition, we have followed the trends and 

considerations throughout youth, collegiate, high school, and professional 

sports.  We continue to have hope during this time of uncertainty and 

equally acknowledge that sport remains a distant priority. 

All along it has been clear that the return to school date and the related 

public health guidelines of social distancing would determine the viability of 

any level of soccer this spring.  On Thursday, April 16, 2020, Governor 

Murphy ordered all New Jersey schools remain closed until May 15th to slow 

coronavirus spread.  The decision to close schools up to what would have 

been MCYSA’s 6th weekend of a 10 week spring season had a significant 

impression on the calendar.  It has been rewarding to see the soccer 

community come together via social media and coaches using technology to 

provide virtual training.  These soccer escapes have been both innovative 

and refreshing to see. 

It is likely that any hint of an extension of the social distancing mandates 

will keep parks and school facilities closed as parents remain fearful of 

returning their children to school, let alone gather with their team to play 

competitive youth soccer.  Any and all state, county, and local mandates will 

continue to be fully respected as the safety and health of all within our 

soccer community is and will always be priority #1. 

With this safety priority in mind, MCYSA will: 

• Cancel the “traditional” Spring 2020 Season (consistent weekly 

scheduled matches in a full or an abridged season within the current 

flighting structure) 

• Refund 100% of Spring 2020 League registration fees (logistics TBD) 

• Continue to support the exploration of other forms of play with MCYSA 

resources.  Examples:  flighted mini-tournaments; round-robin play at 

a coordinated site; or sanctioned friendlies.  This could include 

extending member clubs the opportunity to enter the Spring 2020 

League Cup FREE of a registration fee while limiting to a four round 

competition capped at 16 teams per age/gender, etc. 

Any event considered would need to be within the calendar of the Seasonal 

Year, with support of the Board of Directors, contingent upon regional 



regulations, guidance and known restrictions (e.g. field access, outdoor 

event limitations <50 persons per site/location, factors outside of our 

control, etc.) and with reasonable notice to clubs, coaches, and parents so 

as to prepare players and facilities. 

When regulations permit, please understand that in order to be a 

“sanctioned” event to which player membership passes and therefore 

insurance applies, arrangements need to be confirmed with MCYSA to 

sanction games and assign officials. 

Understand that the MCYSA Board will do everything possible to provide 

support to clubs through this time, including flexibility of MCYSA Policies that 

work within NJYS Policies.  Incrementally, MCYSA leadership has stayed in 

close contact with Northern Counties Soccer Association (NCSA), who has 

also cancelled their Spring 2020 Season, as of Wednesday, April 15, 2020. 

In terms of the 2020-21 Seasonal year, MCYSA’s Board will work with 

member clubs to work up multiple scenarios in case soccer can return once 

NJ re-opens, whenever and however that happens.  We eagerly wait to learn 

more from Governor Murphy’s plan for a broad blueprint, expected later this 

week to re-open NJ from the coronavirus lockdown. 

Be well, stay home, and soccer will be here when the world is ready. 

Regards, 

Kyle Haddock 

MCYSA President 


